St Faith and St Martin CE Junior School
French
This term we will be learning about French schools
and what it is like to learn in a French classroom. We
will be able to discuss and identify similarities and
differences between French and English schools, and
designing a French classroom, labelling items within.
Science
During this term we will be exploring living things.
We will be understanding the process of making new
plants and developing our understanding of the life
cycle of mammals, amphibians and insects. We will
also be researching Jane Goodall and thinking about
her important work with chimpanzees.
PE
This term we will be working on developing our
swimming strokes effectively. We will be
understanding how the water supports our bodies,
exploring different ways to stay upright and balanced.
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English
In English, we will be continuing on our creative journey
with narrative writing, this term using Disney Pixar’s
‘Lava’ as stimulus. We will be using up-levelled
vocabulary to add detail and description to our writing.

Trips and Visits
This term we have an extremely exciting visit from
Hrothgar the Viking on Friday 10th May. Hrothgar
will be bringing his Viking longship and heavy
chainmail and taking us back in time to experience a
Viking raid!

Maths

History

This term we will further develop our understanding
of decimals. We will be applying the formal methods
of addition and subtraction to numbers with up to
three decimal places. We will then move on to
multiplying and dividing decimal numbers by 10, 100
and 1,000 and exploring the most efficient ways to
work with decimal numbers.

We will be finding out about the Vikings and
the impact they had upon Britain. We will be
understanding Viking raids and invasions,
warriors, weapons, Norse Myths and
Legends. We will delve into Viking life with a
visit from Hrothgar the Viking, immersing us
in sights and smells of Viking times.

We will then move on to geometry where we will be
building upon prior knowledge to reason about the
lengths and angles of quadrilaterals. Further on in
the term we will be using mathematical equipment
to measure angles to check calculations and to
discuss the properties of shapes and angles that we
are to explore.

Our Guided Reading text continues with the varied
stories of ‘Tales of Hidden Heroes’. This term we will be
reading the historical text ‘The Legend of Sir Gareth’,
who embarks upon a quest to rescue a lady imprisoned
by four knights.

Music
This term we will be ‘Dancing in the Street’, exploring
Motown music and learning how to identify the
pulse of a song.

Design and Technology
We will be researching the history of the Warburton family, thinking about how their influence has shaped the
bread we eat today. We will be following a design brief to weigh out ingredients and bake a loaf of bread.

